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(Open letter to the Commissioner for
Enlargement of Europe, Olivér Várhelyi)
Dear EU Member, Mr Várhelyi, the title of my open letter to you
is not at all fanciful and naive. On the contrary, it is cruelly
realistic and is a diagnosis of something terrible happening to
the European politburo of Brussels, of which you are a member.
Even before Schumann and Adenauer, Utopians and humanists
such as Victor Hugo and Bakunin envisioned Europe, now the
EU, as the open home of all its peoples with equal rights,
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without exploitative supremacy and blackmail by its powerful
nations over the smaller and weaker nations in it.

But you in Brussels besmirched that ideal with mud. The whole Western Balkans, and especially
Macedonia and the Macedonians in it, are a prime example of that.
In a word, you should know that the tedious perversion and sadism of EU enlargement, as applied to
Macedonia, completely destroys the credibility of Brussels in the moral, legal, political and humanistic
sense. In all of these dimensions. We are a small nation, but we are not as stupid as Brussel's political
hypocrites think. We know well the chronology of the new-fangled European passion of its powerful
nations (England, France, Germany) for the complete annihilation, both physically and in their identity,
of the Macedonians, starting from Berlin 1878, then with the extremely tragic Bucharest 1913 treaty,
and then Versailles 1919, where Italy came up with a proposal for an autonomous Macedonia, but the
politically always anti-Macedonian England and France blocked it.
I believe that all this is very familiar to you, and to the other Brussels political bureaucrats, Mr. Várhelyi,
but it seems that Brussels needs Macedonia and the Macedonians to completely erase their identity,
which is what the Babylonian Whore (if you do not know, it is a metaphor, in Macedonia and the
Balkans, for Europe) wants, to clean up its dirty fascist conscience. Let me refresh your memory. After
the end of WW2, modern Europe did not wait long to resuscitate its fascistic attitude toward Macedonia.
In 1948 Churchill, that totem pole of Europe, sent bombers to Aegean Macedonia to burn and destroy
Macedonian towns, cemeteries, and fields, and clean them of Macedonians, so that his and Europe’s
pets, the Greeks would be comfortable in their stolen land. The same thing happened, in a supposedly
sophisticated way, in Prespa 2018, when the EU and the United States, using Zaev's quisling
government, liquidated our identity, forcibly erasing our very name. That, Mr. Várhelyi, is called
ethnocide, or identity genocide. Say it aloud a few times, to get to feel it. And now, in order to seal that
crime, Brussel’s democratic wolves, dressed in lamb skin, are turning the door of European Integration
into a Door to Hell for Macedonians with various sadistic blackmails and threats.
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Door to Hell, similar to the one in Dante Alighieri's Divine Comedy, which says to those standing before
it: “Leave all hope behind.” Now you, the lamb skinned political wolves of Brussels, gang up against us,
Macedonians (forget the epithet North) with the Greeks and the Bulgarians, and force us perfidiously to
agree with their absurd demands. And you are fully aware that their demands are absolutely fascist. Let
me remind you, Mr. Várhelyi, that in the First and Second World Wars (let alone the Balkan Wars), they
fought as conquistadors and fascists to grab Macedonia, steal its land and hijack its rich culturalcivilizational heritage, which they craved so much, declaring even the holy Thessalonian Brothers Cyril
and Methodius, most barbarically, with a state decree, to be Bulgarian, and the language of the
Macedonian Slavs from Thessaloniki for Bulgarian. Thessaloniki, where Bulgarians have never set foot.
The EU ambassadors of the Czech Republic and Slovakia protested sharply against this insolent barbaric
move, if you and your amorphous colleagues from the Brussels Politburo can still remember. Brussels
ignored them. Now this Politburo defends the gates of the Babylonian Whore against us in cahoots with
the Bulgarians, who show their fascistic face again in this new Macedonian-Bulgarian dispute. Do not
pretend to be offended. Because it reveals the fascistic attitude of Brussels towards Macedonia and the
Macedonians. This was foretold by the great German writer, cosmopolitan and humanist Thomas Mann,
immediately after the end of World War 2, when he said Hitler was defeated, but not fascism.
Yes, Mr. Várhelyi. You know very well how the Macedonians fought against fascism in that war, and how
the Bulgarians were on the other side, showing their fascist face towards the Macedonians, and now they
are blocking Macedonia with fascist blackmail on the road to European integration. Yes. But the most
painful thing, Mr. Várhelyi, is that the EU, the same Babylonian Whore, set the condition with the Lisbon
Declaration of 1992 that we enter the civilization of the Great Inquisitor (remember Dostoevsky?) without
our generic name Macedonia/Macedonian, i.e. that we kill the eternal fire of our identity and bury its
ashes simply to satisfy the European urge to kill us as Macedonians. This dark sadistic passion of Europe
flamed up again at the start of the new millennium. The best indicator of this is the support of Brussels
and Washington (both short of testosterone and impotent) of the Albanian terrorists in 2001, against the
Macedonians and the Macedonian state, newly created and fragile, and the see-saw stance of NATO’s then
General Secretary, George Robertson. At first he called them terrorists, only to repent the next day
(apparently upon orders from highers-up), when he did an about face and declared them human rights
activists. Like the ones who committed a real massacre in Paris' Bataclan. Those in Paris are terrorists,
and their brothers in Macedonia are human rights fighters, martyrs of the modern “humanistic” EU
civilization. Yeah, right! Even more ironically, the EU (or rather Washington, its master) ordered us to
induct these martyrs into our government and parliament to continue their terrorism politically, with their
physical terrorism on the back burner. In Smilkovsko Ezero, Divo Naselye and other places.
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See, Mr. Várhelyi? Hold on, there’s more to come. Do you and your comfortable colleagues in Brussels
know how the healthy tissue of our society is being poisoned by US foundations and all sorts of rainbow
colored and other freaks? Yes. You surely know about Prespa 2018 and now about the EU’s support for the
Bulgarians to finish us so that we have nothing left but to say: thank you, Europe, you whore, for killing us.
We can send you as a gift package the quisling government of Zaev, which you use as a hammer to break
our identity. You can also take your framework agreements. So it goes, Mr. Várhelyi. The Russians tell us
that the the West is eating us with their “humanism”, “democracy” and so-called liberal-capitalist
civilization, which Fukuyama called (with some help from his masters) the end of history, and is now
turning into a new axis of evil. Against which, paradoxically, the West fought in WW2. Isn’t it pathetic?
Strange, but true. Macedonia’s treatment by Brussels and Washington is clear proof, Mr. Várhelyi. Now you
may understand, Mr. Várhelyi, why Macedonians have developed a Pavlovian reflex to vomit whenever they
hear the name of your Europe or Brussels. Same as the Serbs upon being bombed by NATO, of which
Europe is an integral part, in 1999, and its grab of Kosovo, an authentic historical Serbian land. In
Macedonia a similarly perfidious, though ostensibly sophisticated, Albanization project called Ilirida, was set
up by the quisling government of Zaev elected by Brussels and Washington, for the elimination of the
identity and, as things stand, even the physical existence of Macedonia and Macedonians. But I believe it
will fail, in the long run.
So it goes, my dear Mr. Várhelyi, citizen of Hungary, which Macedonians unreservedly love. I am sorry if
my open letter seems too long for you; I believe it is too short, in view of all that I can tell you about this
tragic topic. But it is even more tragic for Brussels and the EU, which is in complete moral and ethical
atrophy. Spengler, author of the brilliant philosophical work with the prophetic futuristic title “The Fall of
the West,” argued that the terms civilization and culture can not coincide, by definition. Because unlike
culture, which can resist barbarism, civilization is often allied and amalgamated with it, as is historically
often the case with Europe and its powerful and today colonialist states, infinitely greedy for material gain
and exploitation of the weak and the poor. And it is the Macedonians who feel most intensely the modern
barbarism of Europe. And I assure you, Mr. Várhelyi, that we are, in a perverted sadistic manner, badly
abused by it, and we do not want to be utterly and idiotically humiliated. Especially with the identity
genocide over us in Prespa 2018, and now with the perverted Brussels indifference and tacit support of the
fascist project of the Bulgarians for the complete identity liquidation of the Macedonians.
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Macedonians, Mr. Várhelyi, in Sartrean terms, feel life as a pain when they just hear the word Europe.
Brusselian Europe. Because it has long ceased to be the Europe of the French Commune and the French
Enlightenment with the slogan: brotherhood, unity, equality. Hide nor hair. Today, it is not, as our Goce
Delchev would say, whom the Bulgarians try to paint as theirs, “a field for cultural competition between
nations”, but a field of corporate capitalists and profiteers and petty bureaucrats with no humanistic vision
and spiritual horizons. The EU is in a moral decay, and its physical disintegration has started. Brexit hit it
hard. But the real show is yet to come. So it goes, Mr. Várhelyi. I may have been too direct and diagnostic,
but I can not offer a cure for the current disease of the EU. It is more than just a psychiatric phenomenon.
In conclusion, I would like to greet you with two slightly outdated, but in this historical context relevant
slogans: “Proletarians of all countries unite” and "Death to fascism, freedom for the people!”
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